Streamline Mergers
& Acquisitions
Companies go through mergers,
acquisitions, and restructuring as
part of their growth initiatives.

These events cause chaos on
data management due to data
fragmentation, leading to delays in
meeting deadlines and mistrust in
data. They also bring complexity to
the data landscape by introducing
new and redundant applications,
processes, and ecosystems.

Complexity also arises from varying data standards, strategies,
technologies, culture, and processes. As a result, companies:
Require manual effort gathering and
analyzing data to identify overlap between
general ledgers, customers, suppliers,
products, and other data domains

Fail to deliver personalized user experiences,
mitigate financial risk, and facilitate critical
and timely management decisions

Increase their reliance on spreadsheets,
emails, and other ways to drive reporting
and planning

Fail to meet expected return on investment
from M&A activities

40% or more

40% of their time
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Even in top-quartile companies, analysts spend 40% of
their time gathering data, instead of working with it.

in cost reductions on an ongoing basis.

Technology can streamline M&A and restructuring events
By governing and maintaining data centrally, organizations can:

Align account and
business domains
between merged entities

Model what-if scenarios
to visualize the impact
of changes

More easily rationalize
newly acquired entities
with established corporate
structures and realize more
M&A synergies faster

Effectively manage
regulatory and management
books, supporting close
schedules monthly,
quarterly, and annually

Finance 360 solution from Informatica offers:

Rich businessuser-driven interface
for self-service change
management of
account and business
domains across
merged entities

What-if analysis
that supports
proforma modeling

Workflow-based
approval process
to manage lists,
segments, hierarchies,
dimensions, and
mappings across
the enterprise

Full audit, history,
and side-by-side
comparison of finance
hierarchies, and
alternate business
perspective

All-in-one SaaS
solution designed
to integrate, govern,
and manage finance
data centrally

Unleash the power of your financial data
LEARN MORE
1 https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/pwc-covid-19-cfo-pulse-survey.html
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